PROGRAM

PROCessional

Greetings and Dean Remarks
Alex Halliday, Founding Dean

Directors’ Remarks
Mingfang Ting and Benjamin Orlove, Co-Directors
MA in Climate and Society

Student Speaker
Johan Lopez, Representative of the MA in Climate and Society Graduates

Keynote Speaker
U.S. Congressman Jamaal Bowman, Representative for New York’s 16th Congressional District

Presentation of the Graduates
Natalie Unwin-Kuruneri, Senior Director of Academic Initiatives
Gerald Cotiangco, Career Development Officer

Closing Remarks
Alex Halliday, Founding Dean

Recessional
Reception - Ancell Plaza

Columbia Climate School Class Day 2023
AWARDS

THE CAMPBELL AWARD
Saxon Stahl

COLUMBIA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP
Juliet Tochtermann
Graduates
Master of Arts in Climate and Society

Margaux Alfare
Roxane Alizad
Marie Allen
Jennifer Allyn
Camila Arzola
Abhinav Banthiya
Hailey Basiouny
Patrick Oseh Zainu Beckley
Jaad Benhallam
Ece Bilen
Emily Bosch
Guiller Lorenzo Cenizal
Reagan Cerci
Cameron Corgard
Olivia Cosio
Siddharth Dasgupta
Aesha Datta
Jillian Nash
Arjana Ejupi
Chiemela Olubukonla Elizabeth Enelamah

Jesse Freeman
Brighton Goh
Karl Greenfield
Sophie Habegger
Victoria Hamilton
Xinyang Jiang
Abi Jones
Jonah Kasdan
Molly A. Kimball
Maya Korb
Adrienne La Forte
Ziyi Lai
Samuel Lavine
Jes LeVesconte
Siyuan Li
Hannah Lin
Iqbal Hafizhul Lisan
Dewei Liu

Columbia Climate School Class Day 2023
Johan Lopez
Kristen Lubawski
Pria Mahadevan
Memo Martinez Currielche
Ciaran McEnroe
Alexandra McGrath
Abigail Menendez
Rashawn Khamari Merchant
Georgia Monaghan
Mehr Mukhtar
Morgan Nightingale
Ding Ning
Joshua Nodiff
Skyler Nourse
Katherine Parker
Savanna Patino
Ally Pecego
Shanny Peer
Benjamin Jared Preneta
Indre Rockefeller
Marifer Rodriguez
Olivia Shehan
Weiyi Shen
Anna Sherman
Alon Sidel
Nicklaus Smith
Olivia Jane Wellner Smith
Julie Souza
Saxon Stahl
Adam Stickney
Aaron Nathaniel Stockel
Juliet Tochterman
Ja’Pheth Toulson
Chanyoung Um
Yuqing Wang
Emily Weaver
Stephen Yaeger
Biyu Yang
Lingchao Ye
Kaitlynn Zack
Deans

Alex Halliday, Founding Dean
Jason Bordoff, Co-Founding Dean
Ruth DeFries, Co-Founding Dean
Maureen Raymo, Co-Founding Dean
Jeff Shaman, Vice Dean
FACULTY

Ben Orlove, Co-Director MA in Climate and Society
Mingfang Ting, Co-Director MA in Climate and Society
Michela Biasutti
Lisa Dale
Clarisa Diaz
Kristina Douglass
John Furlow
Caroline Flammer
Pierre Gentine
Adela Gondek
Andrew Kruczkiewicz
Kate Marvel
Simon Mason
Adam Parris
Andrew Robertson
Roop Singh
Catherine Vaughan
The Columbia Climate School’s mission is to develop and inspire knowledge-based solutions and educate future leaders for just and prosperous societies on a healthy planet.
Map to Reception: Ancell Plaza